Total Score
_______ / 50 points

A

[Track 05] Listen to the conversation between Jody and Fred. Check ()
the correct answers.
Fred

Fred’s roommate











1. His music is noisy.
2. He goes to bed and can’t sleep.
3. He doesn’t clean up the kitchen.
4. He can’t study with visitors in the apartment.

A _______ / 8 points (2 points each)

B Cross out the thing that doesn’t usually belong in each room.
1. bathroom:

shower

armchair

bathtub

sink

2. bedroom:

bed

dresser

closet

dishwasher

3. kitchen:

sofa

stove

refrigerator

cupboards

4. living room:

armchair

sink

coffee table

shelves
B _______ / 4 points (1 point each)

C Circle the correct answers to complete the paragraph.
I love to do household chores. I always put off / away the dishes and
1

wipe off / out the counter after dinner. I take up / out the garbage and
2

3

clean up / away the yard on weekends. I like cleaning my room, too.
4

I always hang away / up my clothes, and I clean off / out my closet three or
6

5

four times a year.
C _______ / 6 points (1 point each)

D Circle the correct answers to complete the conversation.
A: How much / many rooms are there in your apartment?
1

B: There aren’t many / some rooms. But I like it because there is
2

a lot of / much light, and there isn’t a lot of / many noise.
3

4

A: How much / many space is there in the kitchen?
5

B: There’s a little / a few space. I have a table and two chairs.
6

A: How much / many cupboards are there?
7

B: Just a few / a little.
8
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D _______ / 8 points (1 point each)
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E Read each sentence. Is it grammatically correct? Write C (correct) or NC (not correct).
1. Could you pick these magazines up, please? ____

5. I drop off the dry cleaning. ____

2. Could you pick up these magazines, please? ____

6. I drop the dry cleaning off. ____

3. Could you pick up them? ____

7. I drop off it. ____

4. Could you pick them up? ____

8. I drop it off. ____
E _______ / 8 points (1 point each)

F Match the requests and responses.
1. Can you cook dinner tonight? ____

a. Sure. There isn’t much light in here.

2. Could you buy some milk, please? ____

b. No problem. Sorry about the noise.

3. Can you open the curtains? ____

c. Sure. Is it in your yard again?

4. Would you turn down the TV? ____

d. I’d be happy to. Is pasta OK?

5. Could you come and get your cat? ____

e. No problem. I feel cold, too.

6. Would you close the window? ____

f. Sure. Would you like bread, too?

G Read the email. Write T (true) or F (false).

F _______ / 6 points (1 point each)

In Andrea’s new apartment . . .
1. there isn’t any light. ____
2. there is a lot of noise. ____
3. there isn’t much space in the kitchen. ____
4. there are some chairs. ____
5. there aren’t any closets. ____
G _______ / 10 points (2 points each)
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